TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
tears; perhaps we recognize deep down that the worthless are more
akin to ourselves, and so gain a spark; of hope for our ultimate
redemption.
Reading is our escape journey with a return ticket; more than
ever, nowadays, we cannot escape without that ticket. But we are
granted brier spells of compassionate leave. Speaking not in
diffidence nor in arrogance, but as a cosmic symptom, I find it
tremendously interesting that never have I received so many letters
from strangers about my books as since the outbreak of war. I
refuse to call them "fan" letters, because that is a maddening word
implying some personal idolatry, a desire to languish at my feet;
and such a description is hard on those who write in honesty and
gratitude. We are all inclined to rationalize our moods; it helps
me not to rationalize if I work out the question on paper as I am
doing now: is writing useless in war-time ? Am I merely trying
to prove it is valuable to satisfy my conscience ? Are books a luxury
or are they a necessity ? Do they weaken our severe adhesion to
the cause and encourage us to dream ? I think not. Books help
us to escape to a place of rest, to live sanely through hours of
suspense, physical pain, exile or a lapse in faith. If reading is
compassionate leave, then writing is worth while. Yet still I would
have wondered if I were rationalizing, had it not been for those
letters from all over the world during a world-war.
Yet as we are reading now more than ever, and the boom in
books has proved it (contrasting so deliriously with the scarcity
of labour and paper), let us at least escape temporarily to the place
where we trathlully want to go; read for once wnat we really
want to read; come dean about it. For there are all sorts of reasons
and pretences why in the past we may not have been quite honest
with ourselves about the books we enjoyed most: sometimes we
were ashamed, we felt that they ought not to be these books, they
ought to have been those books instead; not thrillers, for instance,
but Masterpieces. Or we took advice from a person we admired
who led us up the garden path; his, not our own. Or we were
^creditably anxious that our reading should do us good—(but to
lose that self of oiors for a little while does more good now than
good itself). Finally there was the snobbery of Sking only the
best.., That was us: Only The Best, in large capital letters.
I had a letter lately from John van Druten in America, who
confessed (over a certain sequence of historical novels) that
though he had admired them (loudly) for years and recommended
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